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Understanding Comics
Scott McCloud
Each new medium begins its life by imitating its predecessors. Many early movies were like filmed stage plays, much early television was like radio with pictures or reduced movies.
A Dao of Web Design

by John Allsopp

What Zen was to the 70’s (most famously with motorcycle maintenance), the Tao Te Ching was to the 90’s. From Piglet and Pooh to Physics and back, many have sought sense in applying the Tao Te Ching to something (the Tao of Physics), or something to the Tao Te Ching (the Tao of Pooh). It can be a cheap trick, but lately it has struck me that there is more than a little to be understood about web design by looking through the prism of the Tao.

Daoism is a philosophy, like Buddhism, a way of living, of being in the world, which stems from a text of great antiquity, the Tao Te Ching, whose 81 “chapters” enigmatically sweep across human experience, but with a strong common theme, that of harmony.
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You just realized that all ducks are actually wearing dog masks.
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Responsive Web Design
by ETHAN MARCOTTE
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Learn how to use fluid grids, flexible images, and media queries to create elegant user experiences with responsive web design.
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“Choose the least powerful language suitable for a given purpose.”

—Principle of Least Power
“Anything that can possibly go wrong, will go wrong.”

—Murphy’s Law
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